


EDITORS NOTE
Indigenous peoples of Europe are suffering at

the altar of the multicult sect with their
mantra of diversity is our strength nonsense
flying in the face of all the evidence to the

contrary. Here in the UK we dont have
multiculturism as David Cameron stated has

failed, what we have is multi-ghettoism.

Whole enclaves of foreign people with foreign
customers speaking foreign languages grouped

together in districts to live amongst their
own, they have occupied huge areas in most
of our major cities and indeed now make up

the majority in our capitol .

Indigenous Britons will become a minority in
their own country by 2060, just 40 years’ time

if nothing changes. The left, the liberal
political elite and the establishment lackeys

continue to tell us that immigration is
needed, it benefits Britain, that refugees are

welcome from around the world, that we
should have open boarders then in the same

breath moan about the state of the NHS, lack
of housing, failing schools, collapsing

infrastructure, rising crime, rising taxes, they
cannot or will not put 2 and 2 together.

Britain is one of the most overcrowded
countries in the world and as we import the
third world we become the third world. As
Indigenous Britons become the minority we
will lose our culture, traditions, history our

very way of life. You can see this on the
streets of our cities already.

The political elite along with the political
correct answering to their globalist masters
will from time to time make the right noises
but they will never do the right thing, they
will never put Britain and the British people

first.

Now is the time for all nationalists, patriots,
populists, fascist to put aside their

differences, to come together and wake our
people up. Replacement is not a conspiracy
theory it is happening before our eyes, it is

up to we few to wake the slumbering masses.

Indigenous Britons have the right to exist, the
right to our homeland, the right to

representation, the right not to be replaced!
For all our sakes and our children’s future we

must unite the right.
GARY RAIKES
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THE SNP
The SNP for years dismissed as a fringe group
incidental to British political life, electorally
minuscule and without political traction, it

was completely natural that the largest party
of the left would attract other disaffected
types in persuit of a common goal, the end

objective being if not a communist Scotland,
at least a Scotland based upon the tenets of

cultural Marxism.

The SNP's origins weren't leftist at all, in fact
the prewar version of the Party were

described as Fascist, taking a cue from events
elsewhere in Europe and actually were

supportive of National Socialism, given the
strength of the Scottish left both then and

now, the Party floundered, it's fascism
forgotten in the post war years, an incidental
liberalism predominated its ideology for the
next 40 years. Scots, even those of the left

rejected such an ethos and furthermore
recognised that an "Independent Scotland"

would be economically unviable.

The left as a whole were in the same political
mire, as the old guard of Scotland's

communists realised that the workers
revolution and the establishment of a

convoluted Scottish Socialist Republic simply
wasn't happening.

The English along with the other home
nations had no stomach for these politics, the

myriad of tiny lefty parties (solidarity,
Scottish Socialists, Scottish Republican

Socialist Movement, etc.) fought bitterly
amongst themselves, by now they had
collectively realised the Britain they

envisaged under the left wasn't happening,
they were as powerless and disaffected as

their erstwhile SNP counterparts.

However with the advent of conservatism
under Thatcher with her closure of the mines
and shipyards the Reds seen an opportunity to

provoke class war, hatred and strife, albeit
under the saltire as opposed to the red flag

and thus entertainment, whereby the Marxist 

cadres would infiltrate, gain influence and
ultimately change and dictate SNP policies,
liberalism was ruthlessly purged as these
Frankfurt school adherents occupied key

positions.

Immigration was to be welcomed as akin to
other European lefties, they seen an

impoverished, alien and disposed minority
susceptible to their ideas of a free ride,

similarly the Irish community were targeted
for radicalisation with a mythical "anti Irish

racism" brought to bear, IRA supporting 

parades were given the green light along with
police protection to parade Scottish towns,
towns were such events were unwelcome,
towns without a history of such marches,

towns were lively opposition was guaranteed
and subsequently such counter protests were

produced as evidence of this bogus and
contrived "racism", these events were in

every instance given the go ahead by labour
and SNP authorities.

In effect these stage managed events were
just part of the age old red strategy of

discord and division.

The election of SNP MP's despite the rejection
of the Indy referendum has been a telling

affair, the recent affair of one such MP
sponsoring a vile, homosexual "drag queen"

introduced as a "story teller" to
impressionable school kids in Paisley has

provoked widespread anger in a community



which voted nationalist but in effect returned
an unhinged cultural Marxist lunatic! With
everywhere else and by whatever guise,

communism gains traction, the full agenda
becomes apparent.

As Fascists, the NBU, with many of its
adherents themselves coming from

disadvantaged backgrounds, we fully
appreciate that capitalism has proven an

unmitigated disaster for the working class.
Similarly we see the SNP, with its agenda of
division, religious and in terms of class, as a
dangerous snake in the grass, a serpent that
must be crushed under heel. Our proposals of

economic rebirth under Fascust guidelines
supersede the failed ideas if Marx & Engels.

National division, the ultimate object and
end goal of the SNP & it's fellow travellers is
the basis of both economic ruin and national

destruction of a British Union itself aging
under Westminister democracy and a rotting

political system jam packed with rogues,
shyster, perverts and international financiers.

On this single issue we actually agree, that
union, once old and decrepit is now

effectively dead, but in its place we will
build a dynamic New Union, A Union based

upon a National state, freed from the
shackles of both capitalism and

communism...

A NEW BRITISH UNION, of which Scotland is a
pivotal part! 

 

We don't need
defeatists

We don't need defeatists
For this battle to be won

Everyday another line
To help us overcome

The Defeatists who have gone to ground
With false tales of being worn out

Twenty years in struggle
Fuck you Jack, I'm alright

For those of us still marching
Our ranks are thinner now

Those that once stood proud with us
Have found their chicken out

Ever time you try to make
This Struggle worth our while

Posting up our slogans
While the Defeatists smile

They cannot find the footware
To walk that last great mile

No we don't need Defeatists
To keep us marching on

Every time you speak to them
What you're doing is always wrong

They live on in faded glory
Old papers turning brown
"We are with you in spirit
But, I work for Mr. Khan"

Well hide behind your withered past
Inside a withered soul

We don't need Defeatists
To make our Nation whole
Old and young together
Have fire in their blood

They haven't been defeated
We know they never would

So Comrades close your ranks on them
The Struggles getting hard

We can do without their messages
Of torn up party cards



When we win this final battle
They'll crawl out of their holes

We were with you all the time old friend
Pass us now the Battle Scrolls

We'll turn away in anger
These Defeatists held us back

All their past talk of glories won
In times they'll claim that , that

Without them we'd be gone
Pick up those flags Defeatists
And stop your snivelling now

There is still a White World to be won
Our Sunwheels part the Clouds

No we don't need Defeatists
But you still can help victory

Pin back on your badge of yesteryears
Stand Proud, stand Strong, stand Free 

(Edmond 2020)

It's 's All Over Now

All the shouting and the cursing
All the lies we have endured 

All the beatings and the lost jobs
Keep me strong for Evermore!

Sitting in an Armley jail cell
Watching people going to town 

Six foot by ten my squalid lock-up
Still did not get my Spirit down

Wife with cases sadly weeping
Couldn't take it anymore

I must say I cannot blame her
Our sacred marriage is no more

Called to see my boss in private
Questions asked, I will not lie

One hour later on the pavement 
Wondering how I'd now get by

Battered to the floor by Red thugs
Left to bleed in a street in Leeds 

Forty stitches, jaw resetting
New wife wears not Widow's Weeds

Slung into a Black Maria
How those handcuffs crush the wrist 
Coppers laughing as they kicked me

In my head, I say - resist!

Christmas Eve morn stood in courthouse
My two Comrades either side

Sentenced to a fine that crippled 
And some unpaid work beside

Let down all the time by "Comrades "
Lies and spies and downright sins

Left me lonely but unbroken
For the Cause still beat within

How the seven decades rolled back
Would I change a life so hard?

No, not once, despite the horrors
I'm still marching at His side!

Eddy



CHAPTER 3 PART 4
ACTION PRESS UNIFORM RANK EPAULETS

Below, Oswald Mosley reviews his officers.
Note the rank epaulet fittings on the centre
two officers. The Action Press uniform ranks
were all on the epaulets and in most cases

no medals or medal ribbons or other
decorations were permitted on the front of
the uniform. It is also known that the 3 inch
wide belts with the heavy buckle were held
in place by two long steel hooks sewn to the

side of the tunic.

I

In later years, Mosley admitted that the
Action Press uniform was a great mistake. It

resulted in the passing of the Public Order Act
that banned political uniforms. He also

admitted that the original Blackshirt tunic
was all that was needed to identify fellow
Blackshirts in a fight and to eliminate class

divisions.

The third pattern
uniform shown
adjacent and in
the preceding

pircture is called
the Action Press

uniform. It is
being worn by Sir

Oswald Mosley
and behind him

Neil Francis-
Hawkins, Adjutant

of the Defence
Force London. It
consisted of a

black peaked cap
with black leather

visor, a tunic
styled after a

Scots Guards army
tunic with two
sets of three 23

mm silvered flash buttons, four pockets with
one smaller silver flash button each, two

small epaulet flash buttons holding the rank
epaulet, a black blouse style two pocket shirt

and black tie, dark grey breeches and tall
black boots along with the flash and circle

armband and the fasces belt and
buckle.Action Press Limited was a wholely
owned subsidiary of the B.U.F. that was

started in February, 1936. To qualify for this
uniform, a Blackshirt had to sell thirteen

copies of the Action newspaper every week at
2 pence each and for a short time 26 copies
of The Blackshirt newspaper every week at 1
pence per copy. He also had to be a Division I
member (i.e., the active Party members) and
serve one month's probation as an agent of

Action Press Limited. The full uniform
included a greatcoat as shown being worn by

this Western Area Blackshirt. 
 



The previously shown greatcoat is an early
example, styled like the Scots Guards

greatcoat but with black cuffs with piping and
black triangular collar tabs with cloth gold
wire fasces on the tabs. He is wearing the
Type 1 brass fasces on his cap and not the

flash and circle cap badge used later.
The general issue greatcoat is shown

following. It does not have the cuff accents or
collar tabs and it has fewer buttons. It is

black where the preceding one appears to be
grey and it has large plastic buttons where

the grey greatcoat has domed metal buttons.
Other differences are that the first greatcoat
has a narrower collar and epaulets while the
one shown following has a much wider collar,

wider lapels and no epaulets.

The Action Press uniform could be purchased
at less than cost or it could be purchased by
installments or, in some cases, it could be

acquired piece by piece through large sales of
Action and the Blackshirt newspapers in a

contest to sell more papers. 

BUF ACTION PRESS UNIFORM RANK EPAULETS

STAFF OFFICER 8     STAFF OFFICER 7
STAFF OFFICER 6

UNIT LEADER    SECTION LEADER    SUB-
COMPANY LEADER

9 MEN & LEADER       3 UNITS & LEADER



STAFF OFFICER 5    STAFF OFFICER 4    STAFF
OFFICER 3

COMPANY    
COMMANDER  

STAFF OFFICER 2    NATIONAL STAFF
CHIEF OF STAFF

          OFFICER
(IAN HOPE DUNDAS)

   (NEIL FRANCIS-
HAWKINS)

DIRECTOR GENERAL OF ORGANIZATION
(ALEXANDER RAVEN THOMSON)



SUBSTANTIVE RANK                         
           APPOINTMENT RANK                      

STAFF OFFICER 8
ACTING DISTRICT OFFICERS

UNIT LEADERS

STAFF OFFICER 7
ASSISTANT DISTRICT OFFICERS

SECTION LEADERS

STAFF OFFICER 6
DEPUTY DISTRICT OFFICERS

SUB-COMPANY OFFICERS

STAFF OFFICER 5
DISTRICT OFFICERS

DISTRICT TREASURERS

COMPANY COMMANDERS

STAFF OFFICER 4
N.H.Q. ORGANIZING OFFICERS

DIST. INSPECTING OFFICERS

COUNTY PROPAGANDA 

OFFICERS

STAFF OFFICER 3
ASSISTANT NATIONAL INSPECT-

ING OFFICERS

STAFF OFFICER 2
NATIONAL INSPECTING 

OFFICERS

SENIOR EXECUTIVES

NATIONAL STAFF OFFICER CHIEF
EXECUTIVE AND ADMIN-

ADMISTRATIVE OFFICERS
_______________________________________

__________________________ 

 
B.U.F. SPEAKER'S BADGE B.U.F.

SENIOR SPEAKER'S BADGE
            

            

Only a few speaker's badges were issued
before the banning of uniforms.

MEN'S B.U.F. UNIFORMS

The first type of uniform issued in 1933
consisted of the black button-up fencing

tunic, a black cumberbun, grey trousers and
black shoes. The two Transport Section

drivers on the right in the above photograph
are wearing this uniform.  Both men are

wearing the first type brass party membership
fasces and should have the Transport Division
lemon-yellow eight spoked wheel badge sewn
onto the right sleeve of the tunic, however,
there are photographs of drivers who do not

have the badge on their sleeve.

Because many Blackshirts were unemployed
or poor, a variety of different uniforms could

be seen at any one time. If a person got a
little money somehow, they would upgrade



their uniform to what was then in use, but
many simply kept wearing their original

uniform long after it had ceased being issued.

The second issue uniform is shown in the
following photograph.

SECOND PATTERN UNIFORM AT SUSSEX SUMMER
CAMP 

The second type of uniform retained the
black button-up fencing jacket but now had
black trousers, black shoes and a 3 inch wide
black leather belt with a heavy flat brass or
nickel plated buckle upon which was centred

a plated British fasces.

As can be seen in this picture the Blackshirt in
the second rank, first file, is still wearing his

original issue pants but has upgraded his
uniform by adding a fasces belt and buckle.

It is to be noted that the Blackshirt in the
first rank, second file and the Blackshirt

wearing the grey trousers both have single
rank bars on their chests which would make
them either a sub-branch officer or a unit

leader.  

THE MEN'S UNDRESS UNIFORM

For the first two months after joining the
B.U.F., the undress uniform was required to

be worn. This consisted of a black patch

pocket shirt, a black tie, black pants and
shoes. After this initial period, if entering

Division I or II, the new Blackshirt could wear
the standard Blackshirt uniform if he could

afford it.

THE B.U.F. GREYSHIRTS 1933 - 1940

The B.U.F. youth movement was formally
established in 1933 and a National Youth
Organiser, Leonard Wise, was appointed.

Initially the 'Mosley Youth Movement' was only
geared towards the inclusion of boys, and an
early attempt at setting up a sub-section for

girls in 1934 failed to attract sufficient
interest.

On July 20, 1936, the youth organisation was
renamed the British Union Youth Movement
(BUYM) and existed as a two tier structure;

A) The Fascist Youth - boys aged 9 years to 14
years of age.

B) The Blackshirt Cadets - aged 15 years to 18
years of age.

The Blackshirt Cadets were tightly organized
into companies, sections and units in the

same numerical numbers as the adult
Blackshirts. Cadet ranks were only operative

within the BUYM and the word cadet was
affixed to any rank designation. No cadet
officer had any authority over an adult

Blackshirt.
  

Up until the passing of the Public Order Act in
1936, which banned the public wearing of
political uniforms on January 1, 1937, the
BUYM appeared on the streets in a formal
uniform of a military-style grey shirt with
patch pockets and black epaulets, a plain

black tie worn with grey flannel trousers and
black shoes or boots and a black Sam Browne
belt with shoulder strap. On the pleat of the

left shirt patch pocket, a yellow flash
embroidered on a black field was to be worn

and any rank badge was to be worn above
that same pocket. Shirt sleeves were to be

rolled up above the elbows. It was optional to
wear the B.U.F. flash and circle armband. 



Prior to 1936, some young lads appeared in
photographs wearing B.U.F. blackshirts and

armbands like their fathers and older
brothers. Following the launch of the BUYM in

the summer of 1936, a second attempt was
made to raise a youth section for girls, as a
preparation for recruitment into the B.U.F.
Women's Section as they grew older. The

numbers of young girls in the B.U.F. was small
and unevenly scattered across the country
which did not allow for a more formally

organised girl's section of the BUYM.

In the following photograph, the Cadet Youth
Leader Leonard Wise and a group of

Blackshirt Cadets are inspected by Oswald
Mosley on October 4, 1936, on Royal Mint

Street prior to the beginning of the march to
the East End of London which resulted in the

Cable Street riot by Reds and Jews.

BLACKSHIRT CADET RANK BADGES

The Cadet Unit Leader badge was a 26 mm
wide by 15 mm high black field with a large
centred white  'U' with a single broad white

line through it.

The Cadet Section Leader badge was a large
'S' with a broad line through it. Again it was

white on black as all of the Cadet ranks
badges were.

The Cadet Sub-Company Leader was the same
size but with only two broad lines on the

black field.

The Cadet Company Commander consisted of
a large 'C' with two broad lines through it.

The Cadet Treasurer badge was a 'T' with two
broad lines through it. 

B.U.F. WEDGE (FORAGE) CAPS1

The B.U.F.
wedge cap never
really caught on

but it did make its

appearance once in a while such as with the
fyfe and drum corps at the Earl's Court rally

in 1939 (shown below).

1Mosley's Men in Black. By John Millican. Published 2005. 
Brockinday Publ. Page 24. 



Greyshirts (BUYM) were also allowed to wear
the forage cap but few seem to have done so

as it was optional.

THE FASCIST YOUTH

The Fascist Youth uniform was similar to the
Fascist Cadet uniform except that grey shorts
could be substituted for grey pants. If shorts
were worn, then the uniform required grey

tall stockings with black tops, a narrow
fascist buckle belt and no headgear. The same

black tie was required.

The structure of the Fascist Youth was set up
with teams and groups. A team consisted of a
Team Leader and five members, a Group was
led by the senior Team Leader in that District.

A Group could consist of as many teams as
were in that particular District. Each team

was allied with a Unit of the adult
Blackshirts.

FASCIST YOUTH RANK BADGES

A Team Leader badge was a black circular
patch of about 35 mm diametre with a large

white 'T' touching and slightly to the right of a
large white 'L'.

A Group Leader badge was the same diameter
with a white 'G' superimposed over a large

white 'L'.

These patches were again worn above the left
patch pocket of the grey shirt.

BLACKSHIRT DEFENCE FORCE BADGES

Dimensions unknown. The colour is white on
black. The above Defence Force Yorkshire

image is a reproduction from Andrew Butler,
who advertises that he starts from originals.
The  Defence Force London badge is slightly

different but the same dimensions as the DFY
badge (here it is a black and white drawing). 



"Bloody Meadow "
Sunday 5th April 

Dear Brothers, Sisters and Comrades
This will be just a short letter as opposed to

my more wordy ones.
However, two Important items need an airing
and a WN Letter which reaches out to around
2000 + of our Racial Kinfolk is probably the

best way to accomplish this task.

Let me therefore remind you of two
Important developments on the British

National scene.

Firstly, on Sunday 5th April we will be
gathering again to pay tribute to the 29,000
English men who died on Palm Sunday 1461.
The field which soaked up more British blood

than any other in the whole history of our
Great and hard won Empire (you won't find
many of us apologising to stone age cultures
whom we lifted out of the darkness of Stone

Age living, only for many of them to return to
their primitive 'cultures ' the moment the
hand and the brain of the Whiteman was

replaced in the most part by neo-Conmunist
tyrannies and a quick return to cannibalism
(Did anyone ever find Idi Amin' s wives heads

that he kept in his freezer?)

In 1461, dynastic war raged in England which
eventually became the Wars of the Roses with
red for the House of Lancaster and white for

the House of York.

They clashed upwards of 100,000 fighting
men on a cold raging blizzard on Palm Sunday.

This year WHITE VOICE will be hosting the
event and every .White Patriot is invited

NBU, Real BNP, NF, BM and British Voice are
all sending representatives.

Eddy Morrison leader of White Voice and avid
supporter of the Real BNP will be hosting

proceedings with a short explanation of the
battle itself and the events leading up to it.

A two minute silence will be observed for the
fallen out the twin wreaths entwined in unity

of Race and Spirit.
Afterwards we believe Towton Re-enactment

Society will take place in the lower field
beyond "Bloody Meadow ".

Another strongly worded letter will be sent to
English Heritage once AGAIN pleading for the
amenities of a proper Visitors Centre to be

erected.
I will be giving yet another interview to the

Selby Telegraph and again thanking West
Yorkshire Police for their usual respectful

presence and removal of their caps during the
two minuted

See you all there!



NBU ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING
2020

NBU Advisory Council met on 14th March in
Harrogate with officers coming from across

the UK to attend the meeting. A presentation
was given by Gary to the council about the

work being done to establish formal working
relations with other groups, followed by an
open discussion on the direction and aims of
our movement. NBU Veterans officer gave a

talk on his recent move to Wales from London
and the reasons behind it. Ulster Officer

James gave a full report of both activities
carried out and planned for the future in

Northern Ireland. All Regional Officers agreed
that getting members active is difficult but

are all committed to building more NBU cells
in their regions. Our newest RO Ben sent his
good wishes and his plans for the future for

the South. Activist Karen is hoping to attend a
multi nationalist event representing NBU in
April and put forward the proposal that NBU
representatives attend the NF remembrance
parade this year. All agreed that this would

be worthwhile, Gary will contact the relevant
people and report back to the council his

findings.

Once again this was a successful meeting
which does so much to strengthen the bonds
between us, much of what was discussed was

confidential NBU business so will not be
reported here but I feel plenty of good news

will be coming out this year, as they say,
‘watch this space’.








